CASH PROCESSING

Counted, processed and banked
with Loomis Cash Processing
Counting and banking your money - fast
Once you’ve accepted cash from your
customers, you need a fast, efficient way of
counting, reconciling and depositing it in your
bank account.
That is where Loomis Cash Processing comes in.
When you ask us to take care of your cash
processing, you benefit from a network of specialist
cash processing centres across the UK — where
your money is counted by our staff, who are vetted in
accordance with security industry standards.
Our service can handle cash from single or multiple
sites, large or small, public or private sector — giving
you complete peace of mind that your cash will be
accurately deposited in your bank in next to no time.
Loomis’ cash counting and validation services are
relied on by enterprises and organisations in every
sector.
Once your money reaches our cash centre it is
processed efficiently, to expedite the credit of funds to
your bank account.
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CASH PROCESSING

As part of our Cash Processing process we check
for forgeries and advise you if any are detected.
With Loomis Cash Processing you also get access to
reports which give details of processed cash from all
of your premises, while our tracking systems give you
total security every step of the way.
Flexible and responsive to your needs, our service
allows us to provide consolidated cash to your bank
either directly or via a bulk till. If you need multiple
credits from one deposit, that’s no problem either.
Loomis FX
If your business accepts foreign currency then you
can have it collected from your premises, processed,
and paid into your bank account in GBP so you can
utilise it as quickly as possible.
Loomis FX provides a one-stop solution for all your
foreign currency cash management needs.

A comprehensive and detailed set of reports are provided
to all Loomis Cash Processing customers.

Validating and counting non-cash items
Unlike cash processing services provided by bank
branches, we can also count and reconcile non-cash
items such as cheques, gift vouchers and travel tokens
— processing them in a day if required.
And if you take volumes of any major foreign currency
we can help you count and reconcile that too.
Loomis cash processing services also gives you:
•
•
•

Delivery to any central or local bank
Any volumes of cash processed
Your money reaches your bank account faster.

SafePoint
The widest ever range of smart safe solutions
makes cash management faster, safer and smarter.
Because users no longer need to count, sort or bank
their takings, they save time they can better spend
on production, customer relations, developing their
business, and boosting their bottom line.
Every SafePoint solution is designed and installed
to benefit a business’s specific needs, including
a connected safe, collection and delivery, funds
insurance, maintenance and more. Recycling
systems with selected solutions enable merchants
to reuse deposited funds for cash floats and other
uses, streamlining the process still further.
With embedded artificial intelligence, software and
dedicated services, SafePoint brings cash into the
digital age. Everything is designed to facilitate cash
management, access forecast data and monitor all
operations.
SafePoint brings all Loomis’s know-how and
expertise, plus unique technologies and powerful,
reliable equipment provided through strong
partnerships with leaders in the cash management
industry to ensure your peace of mind.

Working for major financial institutions, independent ATM deployers, major retailers, public sector bodies
and a huge range of businesses, Loomis provide cash management solutions and services to organisations
that handle cash.
Whether you need to transport cash securely, eliminate opportunities for fraud or analyse and understand
your cash flow in detail - we have a solution to meet your needs.
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